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Clil\.PTER I 
INTRODUCTIon 
PART I. TEE PROBLEM 
PURPOSE 
li The purpose of this study is twofold: to revie\'T the methods of 
I 
teaching poetry in high school as they are presented in the latest 
professional literatttte; 2. to analyse the methods of t :eaching poetry 
I in ct'lrrent textbooks for the tenth grade. Through the present at i on of 
the material obtained from these two main sources, the writer hopes to 
indicate the methods most widely recommended by the authorities in the 
field, and those most commonly used in textbook activities. 
SCOPE )~D LIMITATIONS 
This study includes the teaching of poetry in high school. The 
review of professional lit erature refers to the teaching of poetry as it 
applies to grades nine through twelve. The names of the works used in 
this review are listed in Appendix A. The textbook analysis is confined 
to textbooks in literature designed for tenth grade use, and :9ublished 
since 1940. The nrunes of these textbooks are listed in Appendix B. 
JUSTIFI CATI <m" 
This study is concerned \'tith todey. As a prospective teacher of 
poetry, the writer feelo the need for the compiled information \vh:lch 
I 
tl I 
:I 
I 
I II 
I 
the study presents. It is asS'Ullled that the most recent textbooks and Jl 
the suggestions made by experienced teachers of English who have become I 
authorities in their field, present the most effective ways of teach-
ing the understanding and appreciation of poetry. 
PROCEDURE 
Professional literature concerning the teaching of poetry in 
high school was studied; the information gained was reviewed according 
to the following classifications: 
1. Specific aims in teaching poetry. 
2. Methods of selecting content. 
'7 
.J• 
l .~. 
Types of organization of material. 
Methods of teaching poetry. 
5. Teaching aids. 
The activities relating to the study of poet r-.r in ten textbooks 
for the tenth grade published since 1940 were analysed; the results 
j 
I' 
of this analysis \tere presented according to the following classifications J 
1. Methods of teaching poetry. 
?. • The use of teaching aio.s .. 
3. Types of organization of material. 
The information gained from each of these two main sources was 
compared, and the resulting conclusions were reported~ 
.I 
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PART II. POETRY: ITS PLACE IN CONTEHPORARY LIFE 
THE DEFINITION OF POETRY 
Poet ry, according to Untermeyer, is "an imaginative med.ium of 
representation and communication of significant human experience, 
emotions and thou.ghts in rhythmic1Drd patterns. • 1 
Communication is an importent part of poetry. A reader of poetry 
can become an active part of it. As Daniels says, "• •• the poem is a 
2 
record of experience to be shared with the reader." 
Unless there be communication there cannot be aesthetic pleasure. 
Art, not expression for someone; poetry, not communication 
with someone, not written for an audience. ls less than art, 
less than poetry. Art has seldom flourished on the desert 
island of a solitary casta\'tey'.3 
Those who read poetry effectively possess a very great tool, for 
they are able to share in t he wide experiences of great authors. 
The result of their exploration is not a feeling for tech-
niques as the vehicle of the poet's emotional expression, 
but an entering into1J. the poet 1 s very creative sources - the 
secret of his power. 
1 Unt ermeyer , Louis and Davidson, Carter, Poetry, Its Appreciation 
and Enjoyment, Harcourt, :Brace and Company: New York, 1§34, p. 15~ 
2 Daniels, Earl, The Art of Reading Poetrx~ Farrar and Rinehart, Inc.,: 
NEnT York, 191~2. P• 18. 
3 Ibid., p. 10. 
4 Chapin. Elsa and Thomas, Russell, A New A'Pproach to Poetry, The 
University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1929, p. ix of the Preface~ 
3 
I : 
The experiences, emotions and thoughts communicated or shared in 
poetry ere 11 significant. 111 That is to BS1', poetry is selective, and 
it deals with the more important parts of man1 s world. It expresses 
important feelings and thoughts, and makes valuable experiences attain-
able as lo:ng as poetry ie attainable. 
Poetry speaks fully and briefly as DJil.Ch of the high meaning 
and mystery of life as man can utter ••• In prose and mu.sic, 
men have tried other and easier wtq's of doing the vork of 
poetry. They have not ~et been able to sar what the best 
poetry has alw81's said. 
A great poet once said that poetry makes immortal all that is 
best and most beautiful in the world. Certainly it is true 
that poetry preserves thoughts that would otherwise have 
vanished awq; it keeps men and women, boys and girls, that 
would otherwise long since have been forgotten; dogs :f'ai th-
ful to their masters, and kittens tnmbling in the sun; deed~ 
that were kind and cour88eous, and merry. lovable laughter. 
Poetry is a source of delight because it communicates human expe-
rienee, and because it accomplishes this task by using words in patterna 
to make pictures. 
What are the eternal obJects of poetry. among all nations and 
at all times? They are actions; human actions; possessing an 
inherent interest in themselves. and which are to be communi-
cated in an interesting manner by the art of the poet. 4 
l See Page 11 Note 1. 
2 Auslander, Joseph and Hill, Frank Ernest, T.be Winged Horse, Doubled~. 
Dor an and Company, Inc.: Garden City, New York, 1928. P• 418. 
3 Daringer, Helen Fern and Eaton, Anne Thaxter, The Poet 1 £ Crgft, World 
:Book Company: Yonkers. New York, 1935, p .. 2. 
4 Roe, Fredrick William, Victorian Prose, the Ronald Press Company: New 
York, 1947, p. 420. (From Matthew Arnold's Preface to Poems, 1853.) 
4 
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The poet pouesses an image-making facU:J,ty-, that a.bili t y to 
affect the senses and even to transcend them which we call 
imagination. We shall find that almost all great poetry con-
tains 1 t . 1 · 
Surely an art ,.i, th such appealing qu.ali ties is of interest to man-
kind. 
POE TRY AND TRUTE: 
It is not inevitable or in the nature of things that poetry 
should seem such a remote , mysterious, unmanageable thing to 
so lerge a majority of readers.2 
In this statement, RiChards expresses the inspiring conviction that 
modern teachers share. '!hey, t oo , believe that poetry consi sts of actual 
experience which can be lived by both the poet and the reader. F• r it 
is, i n fact, 11 the essence of experience, e. result of 11 ving.,"3 
'lb.is is a far cry indeed from the popular concept ion of the study 
of poetry. As a result of unfortunate experi ences in the classroom, 
some people think of poetry as an instrument used in the instruction of 
moral lessons,: or a 11plati tudinous bit of doggerel which discovers to 
the reader with rhymed emphasis that home is a good place to be, that 
Mother is a boy1 s best friend, or that time cures all ills. 11 4 
1 Untermeyer, Louis and Davidson, Carter, ope cit., pe 14. 
2 Richards, I.A., Practica.l Criticism, Harcourt , :Brace and Company: 
York, 1930, p . 309. 
New 
3 Wilkin son, :Bonaro, The Poetic Wa.y of Relea.se , A. A. Knopf : 
1931, P• 7. 
New York, 
I 
I 
I 
I!  
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4 Mirrielees, Lucia B., Teaching Composi tioq and Li t erature i n the Junior j 
and Senior High School~~ Harcourt, Brace and Company; New York, 1949, P • 38~ 
'I 
5 
Un termeyer says, 
.... the average man in Ameri ea believes that poetry 1 s not so 
much a sacred as a secret art, F.n abracadabra practiced and 
enjoyed only by the verbal magicians '-no are suspiciously 
expert in the craft. ' Poetry is for the poets, • says the man 
on the street, with a sneer he does not trouble to disguise. 
• It has its placee I suppose, but personally~ ' he adds, in 
cheerful dismissal, ' I ' m prejudiced against that sort of 
thing. 1l 
According to Vuillemier, poetry is 11 the comllll.lnica.tion of emotional 
truth rather than scientific fact. 112 We have lost sight of the part of 
that definition which sqs that poetry is tru.th. 
"It ' s (poet~~ · s) obJect is truth, not individual and local, but 
general and operative ••• Poetry is the image of man and nature. 113 This 
statement, made by William Wordsworth in the nineteenth century, waz 
received by the public with scorni for the connection between poetry an4 
resl vi tal experience was non-erlstant in the concept of the aver81:;8 man. 
The idea of the close relationship between poetry and truth hsd 
disappeared as the recul t of a long series of events which began soon 
after the Renaissance. At that time, when the mighty thing called 
11Reason 11 assumed 1 ts position as the king of all education, the poets 
retreated. For manye poetry and truth became separated. Scientific 
fact, as suCh, loomed on the horizon of education. Its importance gr w 
1 Untermeyer, Louis and Davidson, Carter, op. ci!., P• 3. 
2 Vuillemier, N.E., A Preface to the Teaching of Pq_etr:v~ Unpublished Ed. 
M. Service Paper, Boston University .Schoo1 of Education, 1948 , P• 5 . 
3 Grosart, Alex B., ed., Prose Works of Willi8JJ1 Wordsworth, Mo:xon, Son 
and Company: London, 1876~ P• 79. 
6 
~ I. 
until "the definition of poetry as an emotional language fo1•mula.ted by 
John Stuart lUll, began to obliterate all memory of the day \fhen poetry 
. 1 
had been identified with truth." 
POETRY ~~D SCmTCE 
According to Eastman, poets are still, in our t"rentieth century, 
fighting for the right of literary men to talk loosely, and yet be taken 
seriously in a scientific age• 2 
.And so today, confronted by the loud and long dem.mciation of 
scientists, the teachers of poetry are definitely on the defensive. One 
is a great deal more. 
In order to place the teaching of poetry in a definite category, it 
must have a definite object. This object, according to Ogden and 
Richards is to 11 induce a fitting attitude tm-;a.rd experience. 11 3 A teacher 
of poetry, then, is a guide to experience. Such a teacher must remember 
that this experience, as such, is just as true as scientific fact. How-
ever, because he is preparing his pupils to meet vital situati ons in 
complex units, as they exist, and not in isolated parts, he must not 
I ·· 1 Eastman, Max, The Literary lUnd, Its Place in an Age of Science, 
I, 
I 
Charl~ 
Scribner's Sons: New York, 1931, p. 147. 
2 Ibid,., P• 16. 
3 Ogden, . C.K. and Rieh!lrds, I.A., The Meaning of lteaning, Harcourt, :Brace 1, 
and Company: Nm-1 York, 1947, pp. 158-159. 
maintain even a mental discrimination between the 1111 terary" and the 
11practical11 outlook. 
As a matter off act, a teacher of ellY kind of li tera.ture cennot set 
himself up as an ene~ of contemporary, scientific thinking. 
Literature is not the rival, but the partner of these social 
and scientific efforts, which have as the common goal the end 
that man should live more.l 
The first responsibility of literature is to promote an under-
standing of contemporary life. It draws upon human experience 
in all ages and in al~ nations to develop a keen sense of per ... 
manent social values. 
The understanding of contemporary life through the study of litera-
ture is exemplified in the following desirable outcomes and experiences 
in the language arts as they have been set up by a committee of the 
National Council of Teacherc of English. 
1. Mental and Emotional Stability 
The Language Arts should acquaint students through 11 terature 
with chare,cters of their own age who face choices and challenges 
like thei r own. 
~ey should catisfy the students' need for varied emo tional 
experience ••• through the reading of literature. 
They should give the student refreshl$ent of mind and spirit 
through appreciation of aesthetic values in and personal enjoy-
ment of literature ••• 
2. Dynamic and Worthwhile Allegiances through Heightened Moral 
Perception and a Peraonal Sense of Values 
Through literature young people have access to the spiritual 
experience of the race. The schools have a unique opportunity 
to present literature i n such a wq as to develop a perconat 
sense of values and to promote ccynamic and worthwhile allegisnces 
1 Commission on Trends in Education» Modern Language Association of 
America, Li tera.ture in American Education, !lhe Tuttle, Morehouse and 
Taylor Company: New Haven, 1943, P• 28. 
2 :Basic Aims Committee, National Council of Teachers of English. 1113asic 
Aims for Engli h Instruction in American Schools, 11 lilnglish Journal., 
Janus.ry, 1942, Vol. 31, P• 45. 
8 
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I to ideas and ideals, to friends, home, churCh, a~d community, 
and to the principles of democracy in the United States and 
throughout the world. 
3. Growing Personal Interests and Enjoyment 
The language arts have a responsibility for increasing the 
range and persistence of the student ' s interests and f or 
sharpening his observation and quickening his perceptions of 
thought literature ••• 
Growing sensitivity to beauty and harmony, which creative 
reading of literature foster p, increases the joy of living. 
As his appreciation grows , the student should understand 
how the form, rhythm, or color tone of a piece of literature ••• 
enhance(s) one ' s enjoyment of it . 
He Should give evidence in his voluntary selection of ••• 
reading of having applied his ·standards in making his choices. 
4. Socid Sensitivity and effective Participation in the Grou-p 
Life -
Through reading and literature, •.• the language arts should 
give students an understanding of human nature and of the roots 
of human behaviore They Sl.ould make clear to students the effect 
of langu.age upon human rela.tions. 
They should lead to intelligent acceptance of differences 
and to recognition of the interdependence of cultures within 
our nation and among the peoples of the world. 
They should give perspective through literature ••• upon 
the social problems of today. 
They should give an understanding thro1~h literature ••• 
of the problems of inter-group life among rural and city 
groups, varied economic and social levels, racial , ethnic, 
and religious groups. and among people of different ages. 
It is important also that they should. bring about 
appreciation and understanding of the cultures of the other 
nations of the world through f oreign literature in transla-
tion, (and) through 11 tera.tu.re in English about foreign 
nations ••• 
5 . Faith in Allegiance to the Basic Values of a Democratic 
Society 
Through the extensive use of American liters.ture, they 
should gain perspective upon our country ' s tradition of 
freedom, share the faith of its founders, and trace the 
progressive development of its ideas and ideals throughout 
the histoiy of the nation, tdth particular emphasis on the 
background of t~e cu.rrent scene. 
Through American literature also they should come to 
understand the concept 11 0ne Out of Many," as it refers to 
the contribution of various regions, raciel, ethnic md 
religious group , and social and economic levels. 
6 . Vocational Efficienc.T 
.
1
1 
Young people should gain increased knowledge of the 
q 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
vocational opportunities open to them throu~h the reading of 
===··~!============================~== jf-
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biogrgphy... They should gather from such experiences a I 
to success in different vocations.l · 
knotl·ledge of the training and personal qualities necessary 
1 
LI TERATO'RE IN TEE LANGUAGE ARTS 
These outcomes and experiences result from the effective study 
of literature as a means of communication. As suCh, literature is an 
important part of the Language Arts, which are defined az 
1 . the verbal skills used in communicating and expressing 
ideas; 2. a group of school snbJects, the Chief purpose of 
which is to teach control and proficiency in the use of the 
English language; commonly includes reading, language, ••• 
speech, · spelling and handwriting; loosel~ used to include 
literature, humanities, or a:ny art expre ssed in the medium 
of language. Z 
The importance of the language arts becomes immediately evident. 
Language is a priceless possession. By its means. individuals 
can communicate thei~ thoughts and feelings and can apprehend 
and comprehend what other people have said and done. 
Language is the mirror of civilization~ Training in the 
effective use of le~~age, therefore , broadens an individual~s 
point of view and develops his pe$spective so that he may 
live 11at the level of his times. 11 
Literature is a vi tal part of the study of langu.age, because it 
gives the student an opportuni. ty to a;ppreciat e the art of the masters 
1 Commission on the English Curriculum, National Council of Teachers of 
English, Outline of Desirable Outcomes and Experiences in the LanmS!.@ 
Arts, Communication Noa ?,. 
2 Good, Carter V .. , Dictionary of Education, McGraw-Hill Book Company: 
New Y0 rk, 1945. P• 235 . 
3 Florida State Department of Education, Bulletin #34, lil'meriencing 
the Language .Arts, Florida State Department of Education: Tallahassee, 
1948, P• 1. 
I 
II 
II 
jl __ o 
of language. 11 A consciousness of the power of well chosen words to 
stimulate the imagination, to stir the emotions, and to enliven expres-
1 
sion should be given serious consideration." 
Of even more importance is the fact that 11 terature allows the 
student to share the valuable knowledge which the history of mankind 
offers. 
Human li bert;r depends not on charters and institutions alone. 
It depends on memory and the ancient heritage of man, on 
the voice of th&t humane confederation, scattered throughout 
many ~es, which it is the business of literature to make 
known."' 
POE 'mY AS A PART OF LI TERA'IUBE 
Within the realm of literature, poetry assumes importance. 
There is an a~ect of poetry which differentiates it froin 
most prose; it 1is the way in which the reader reacts to it. 
He does not view it objectively; rather, he becomes the 
prot~nist, ',;he dispenser of joy or whatever it is that 
the poe~ is co~cerned with portr~ing. He 1experience s ' 
poetry. 
POETRY IN mE HIGH. SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
Poetry, considered in this light, cannot be regarded as isolated 
subject matter. It ,becomes, rather, a stepping stone, Which pupils can 
1 Basic Aims Committee, National Council of Teachers of English, itR• cit •• 
P • 41.. I 
I 
2 Commission on Trends in Education. Modern Language Association of 
America, op. gitet P• 28. 
3 Vergara, Allys Dwyer • .A. Critical StuQz of a Group of College Women's 
Responses to Poetrx. Teacher's College. Columbia University Contributions 
to Education, JfJ23, Bureau of Publications. Teacher• s College, Columbia 
I University: New York, 1946, P• 4. 
:Lt 
use to arrive at a richer life. As such, it is an important pert of 
educe.tion. Vuillemier supports this idea when he sa;rs, "emphasis on 
poetry is warrantable in the hwnani ties program in the schools. Poetry 
is an importsnt s.rt, but the student as a human being is closely linked 
to it. 111 
Hooper goes even further and says, 11l?oetry is a part of all the 
curriculum. All subjects produce the proper motivation for poetry ••• 
The classroom is the place for experl ence. Poetry is vivid experience.n2 
The modern ideal in the teaching of poetry is to guide the pupil 
toward the enjoyment of the poem as a. whole experience. 11 ::Secause 
enjoyment depends upon understanding, you can hardly overemphasize the 
meaning of the poem. 11 3 
Therefore, it is the responsibility of the teacher to prepare his 
pupils to meet this experience by helping them to understand poetry. 
11Poetry, like other arts, is a secret discipline , to which some 
appreciation 1 s needed. n4 
The interval between their own experiences and the material of 
poetry will disappear when pupils understand the techniques which are 
l Vuillemier, NeE., op. gite, P• l. 
2 Hooper, J 0hn, Poetry in the New Curricylum, Stephen Daye Press: 
Brattleboro, Vt .. , 1932, P• 29. 
3 Dakin, Dorothy, Hc,w to Teach High School Engli!h, D.C. Heath and 
Company: Boston. 1947, P• 247. 
4 Richards. I.A., 2P• ci_i~, P• 319e 
involved in poetry. In fact, the pupil's mind can behave the way the 
poet's mind behaves, but this can be accomplished only when the pupil 
understands the tools or the means of communication which the poet has 
employed. 
Response to these (the poet's) words must be exact end 
definite.e.The poet is the true maker. His words select~ 
determine, and shape the experience of all who read those 
words with understanding, force and purpose.l 
In order to develop the Skills whiCh will enable his pupils 
to respond to the words of the poet, and thus to appreciate his work, 
the teacher must use certain techniques and methods . In the selection 
of these methods, it is important to remember that 11 the appreciation 
of poetry is not simple. It is very complex and closely coordinated. 
It includes comprehension, word awareness. and imagination.u 2 
In the modern secondary school, the teachers of poetry, seeing the 
uncertainty that is continuously gnawing at society, are attempting to 
adjust their teaching methods to the urgent need of their pupils because 
they realize that 11 the high school student of todq is also seeking some 
assurance that life - not just his own, but human life - is valuable and 
has a future worth struggling to make better. 113 
1 Gu.rrey, P., n:te Appreciation of Poetr.z. Oxford Uni versi.ty Press : 
London, 1935, P • 19 . 
2 Ibid., P• 12. 
3 Lal3rent, Lou, 11English in the American Scene, 11 English Journal. March, 
1941, Vol. 30, P• 207. 
1._3 
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CHAPTER II , 
A REVIEW OF PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE 
SPECIFIC AIMS IN TEAQRING POETRY 
The most important aim in 'leaching poetry is to establi eh 1 t as a 
source of enjoyment in the classroom. Hook says, 11 If one had to f ollow 
a single principle in teaching poet ry, that principle would be easy to 
choose; Poetry should be enjoyed. ttl In a report of the Basic Aims 
Committee of the National Council of Teachers of English, this statement 
is made. 11 I n fostering habits of personal enj oyment of literature, the 
teacher of English makes a unique contribution to the lives of young 
people. 112 
In order to enjoy poetry, it is necessary to know how to read it 
e:ffecti vely. 
I believe that we want to teach our boys and girls so t o 
enjoy poetry that they will take with them after they 
leave high school an understanding of \'!hat poetry is and a 
liking for it that will remain with the~ alw,ys, whether 
or not they go on to college. And I believe they will 
attain this end only if we teach them to read poetry.3 
Primarily, effective reading of poetry demands that the reader 
comprehend the words of the poet. 
1 Hook, J.N., ~e Teaching o~_ High School English, The Ronald Press 
Company: New York. 1950, P• 190. 
11 
i, 
II 
I 
2 Basi c Aims Committee, National Council of Teachers of English, op. 
P• 53. cU·• jj I 
I, 
,/ 
3 Dakin, Dorothy, O-R c.U. , P• 236. 
I 
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••• in 9n7 event you must give considerable attention to 
words; first, because upon them depends an understanding 
of the meani ng of the poem; and second, because considera-
tion of words often adds to one ' s appreciation. For example, 
in Coleridge ' s The Rime of the Ap.cient Ma,rtne:u which you 
will very likely u~e, observation of the Skillful use of 
archaic words adds greatly to one's enjoyment. Never t~e 
for gran ted that pupils understand even ordinary ones. You 
probably know the eXplanation given of 11 The st~ at eve had 
dr.mk his fil1. 11- To at least one student this line meant 
that a bachelor at nightfall had imbibed as heavily as he 
was capable of doing. Emphasize first the meaning of words ••• l 
The form of poetry presents obstacles, and it is quite neceesar,v for 
the teacher to aid his pupils in overcoming the difficul. ties which begin-
ners face in reading poetry. For example, 
Unless he is warned, the pupil will think that the thought 
ends with each line .... To prevent this, comment on the 
importance of punctuation in reading poetry • •• Another element 
of form which clouds the understanding is the frequent 
occurrence of inverted sentence structure. Tell your pupil 
that his knowledge of grammar will help him here. When he 
comes across a sentence which he fails to understand, he 
should analyze it gra.mmati cally •.• Frequently the meaning of 
a sentence becomes clear when he understands the structure. 2 
Reading effectively also demands the unde~standing of the patterns 
in poetry. 
Pattern means design. It means orderly arrangement. It 
means symmetry or balance of one part with another ••• 
People are made so that they enjoy symmetr.r.. They like the 
parts of a thing to be proportionate ••• Because pattern 
gives pleasure, the poet stri~es for symmetry .... he alw~s 
has some plan of arrangement. 
The consideration of poetic form must be handled with care in the 
classroom. Although gra.mmaticSl analysi s adds t o the understanding of 
1 Dakin, Dorothy, opa cit., P• 241. 
2 Ibid., P• 237. 
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a poem, it mu.st be used ""i. th caution. 
Though, as a matter of convenience, a poem m~ be broken down 
for analysis, form and matter being studied separately, we 
must remember that such a division is artificial. Form is 
not something external, added to matter to turn profe into 
poetry. The poem is a unique and an organic whole. 
The poet achieves symmetey and balance through the U$e of certein 
definite tec!mi qu.es. The study of the se techniques can be a valuable aid 
to the understanding of poetry, but such study must be conducted with the 
importence of the Whole poem constantly in mind. In other words , the 
, orgenization of a poem, as such, is never an end in itself , and the 
terminologv relating to it is of no value unless its relation to the 
poem is clearly sho~m. 
We teachers cannot realize too thoroughly tmt the conven-
tionally accepted verse f ormsare the servants of poetry. 
not its · masters ••• For conversational convenience there are 
a certain fe~1 terms which we and our pupils will come quite 
naturally and very easily to use •.• Th~ pupils will readily 
come to understand the meanings of these word_s as they hear 
the teacher use them casually in the class di scu.ssion. ~i te 
casually, too, e.s more and more poetry is read, pupils will 
come to recognize the nore common rhyme schemes and to know 
their names. A formal treatment of these matters is neither 
needed nor beneficial. A knowledge of them, indeed, is only 
incidentnl and not at all essential to the understanding or 
enjoyment of poetry.2 
Another requirement for reading poetry e!fecti~ely is the under-
--' 
stending of rhytrJn. It is an accurate indication of the poet ' & experience. 
Rhythm is natural, and it should be approached as such in the classroom. 
1 Daniels, Earl, op. cit., P• 28. 
2 Seely, Howard F., En.iorlng Poetn in School, Johnson Publishing 
Compz;tny: New York, 1931, p. 195. 
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: It is an important part of everyone's life • 
••• r hythm is the nucleus, the germinal power of life. flowing 
through all natural forces, the carrier of every :fbrm of energy; 
there ie nothing in nature from the swing of the solar system 
to the climb of a blade of grass that does not persist in 
recurrent movements. D~ and night, the march of the seasons, 
the pattern of a leaf, the wave-lengths of light, and the 
periodic functions ot human life have a rhythm that is as 
regular as it is insistent. Applied to the arts, and in 
particular to the art of writing, it becomes obvious that 
rhythm is ••• the quality by virtue of which literature exists, 
-the power which poetry has exploited and made arti culate~l 
I t is the consensus that the study of rhythm in high school need not 
be techni cal. 
It (rhythm) is, in short, essentially physical, emotional 
and naive; o~ly secondarily rationali zed, explained or 
planned for. 
For advanced college students, of course, the various rhythms 
might become the basis of intensive stuey, but for your beginners 
in verse it is enough i f they feel the rP~thm, ~rasp its use, 
and try sympathetically to understand the poem ... -
In addition to reading poetry effectively, teaching poetry should 
be directed toward developing student ability to share the experiences 
of the poets. 
In order to enter into poetic experiences, it is not enough for the 
I 
II 
II 
I 
students merely to understand the matter of the poem. 
must be aware of how the poet feels about hit: subject. 
The effective reader I 
He must know 
' the poe t ' s mood, and, at least for the moment, aurrender to that mood. 
l Untermeyer , Louis and Davidson. Carter, op. cit., p~ 331. 
2 Abbot, Allan, 11Rhythm in Poetry, " Teachers College Record, March, 1927, 
Vol. 28, P• 679. 
3 Mirrielees, Lucia B., op, cit., P• 393. 
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He (the stuc.ent) should determine the mood of the author. 
Is he gay, playful, bitter or sad? And he should be prepared 
to quote words or phrases that indicate the author's mood.l 
However, in calling the attention of the class to the mood of poetry, 
the teacher should make it clear that the mood is not separated from the 
1 body of t he poem, and that it is an integral part of the 'tihole experience. 
In the best poetry, manner and matter are not t~~ things; 
they are one. ~eir coherence is indissoluble. What the 
poet says and his wq of saying it affect us simultaneously 
and in the same way. Verse that lacks fusion is not poetr,y; 
~ • • Poetry, to put the matter somewhat cryptical~, is not 
an idea and a mediWil ... the poet ' s stimulus, whether it be 
idea, problem or story, has emotional pattern inherent in it. 
The oneness of idea, mood and manner that the poet has 
achieved, we must not disturb. We do disrupt this unity if 
we isolate more than momentarily one phase from the others. 
Neither the~ nor the~ is apprehended fully if it is 
out of partner~hip with the other. ~e two ere happily wedded 
in the poem; they2should remain so in our reading and in our di scussion of it. 
In addition to feeling as the poet feels, the skill of sharing his 
experiences demands that the reader see what the poet sees. The reader , 
in tnis case, enters into the imaginative quality of poetry. Through the 
medium of the poet' El word.s, the reader :fbrms mental pictures, and he pro-
j ects himself into those pictures by bringing sense perception into pl~. 
The basis of imagination is the power to ~ecall, and to suggest 
to others vivid sensory images; and this power in turn rests on 
vivid perceptions ••• Poetry of t odey in general is full of the 
quali ties of sharp, distinct sensory images. One has only to 
think of Mr. Frost's ~r Apule Picking. 
1 Dakin, Dorothy, op. cit., P• 240. 
12 Seely 1 Howard F., ...,op .... ~c,_i_,.t . 1 pp. lQJ-122. 
j _8 
1My instep arc not only keeps the ache, . 
It feels the pressure of the ladder-round. 
I feel the ladder sw£q as the boughs bend. 1 
Reader and poet together produce the :poem, like the strings 
end body of the violin; ~ the poet pl~va on the strings, but 
the real music comes from the resonance of tfe body of the 
instrument, which is the mind of the reeder. 
Mental pictures mst be exact. The reader, in order to truly share 
the poet's experience, must know what his words mean if he wishes to 
construct a mental picture ~ich will duplica.te that of the poet. 
But it is very necessary that each of the poet's images be dwelt 
on until exactly his feeling about them becomes clear to us. 
'I' ve balm for bruised hearts, Brother,' says Masefield, speak-
ing for the t find lend, the west land, the land where I 
belong• ' But nobody who is following the poet keenly will 
image the balm as a sort of mustard plaster on somebody 1 s 
chest. In fact, this whole matter of imagery must be dominated 
at every point by the strictest common sense.2 
Closely related to the mood and imagery of a poem are the thoughts 
and opinions expressed by the poet. Because, in most cases, poetry is 
compressed, it is very difficult for students to gra.sp these ideas. 
Compression, vital to poetic wording, gives keen satisfaction 
to the adult reader. But to the pupil, that very lack of 
deliberate expression and tha~ ommission of the prose steps ••• 
are again a barrier for them. 
In view of ~s fact, it is quite necessary times for the teacher 
to aid his students in analyzing the poet 1 E words so that his ideas m~ 
become clear. Necessary as it is, this procedure is a dangerous one. 
Overanalysis may result in hearty dislike. 
1 Abbot, Allan, ''The Imaginative Element in Poetry, 11 Teachers College 
Record, October, 1926, Vol . 28, pp. 105, 106, and 110. 
2 Chapin. Elsa, and Thomas Russell, op, cil•• P• 12. 
3 Mirrlelees, Lucia.B., OD.• cit., P• 404. 
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:Set,1een the devil of over conscienciousness and t~e deep sea ~~ 
of ignorance you will have to pick your way caref ully. :Beware 
of teaching either t oo little or too much. Unl e ss your pupils .1 
are aware of comparisons and i mplications, poetry will mean II 
you may ruin for them not only the one poem, bUt the whole 
little to them; but unless you lean lightly on any one poem, 
1 field of poetry •• • l 
Once the ideas are understood, the student should be encouraged to I 
explore the poet ' s opinions, to elaborate on them, and to agree or take I 
is~e with them. According to Hook, in this way, pupils can develop a I 
philosophy of life . He sa,ys that this goal mould be pursued especially 
in the study of poems in which the poet expresses his viewpoint on a 
certain subject. 2 The ' Qrld is Too Much With Us by William Wordswor th 
i s such a. poem. 
In addi tion to the establi shment of poetry as a source of enj oyment 
in the cl assroom, the students • appr eci ation of t he poet 's craft is an 
important aim in teaching poetrye This appr eciation is realized in part 
when the s tudents understand the difference between the purpose of a poet 
and a prose wri ter . 
••• his (the prose writer • s) purpose is primarily to appeal to 
our minds, but at the same time in certain forms of prose, he 
desires to excite our imaginations and emotions, and to please 
our aesthetic sense by his pattern and expression . 
The purpose of poetry is not to ~te the meani ng, but to suggest 
it; not to tell. but to ~icture; not t o inform ~ but to lure the 
reader to create for himself; not to speakt bu t to .§!.n&; not 
onl y to sing, but to awaken sopg__ in the reader . 3 
1 Mi r r ielees, Lucia Ba, 2ll• ci t .. , P • 407 . 
2 HOok, J .N., op, cit ., P• 199. 
3 Mirrielees, Lucia B •• OD t cita, PP• 382 and 385. 
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II Another means of appreciating the poet • s craft is to know. or at 
I least to be a\lrare of , poetic devices .. Although her e again, the teacher 
must not isolate form from matter. it is necessary sometimes, to call 
attention to the poetic devices knotin as t he figures of speech. The stu~ 
of these devices should. be geared to the needs of the class. 
Our boys and girl s are very of ten 1i teral-minded, briD€ing to 
the reading of poetry a practical attitude ~ Figu!'es of speech, 
then, are likely to be taken at their face value, with amazing 
resultsw Lead your pupils to expect such symbolism; familiarize 
them with the metaphor, simile and personification; beyond these 
you should not go unless it be with an advanced, specialized 
group. Without being technical, you CPn direct the attention 
of the group to these elements that arouse the emotions and 
give pure joy to the sympathetic reader of poetry. 
The realization on the part of the r eader of the relationship between 
poetry and life also contributes to the appreciation of the poet ' s craft . 
One of the characteristics of good poetry is its power to share universal 
experiences with the reader. This term refers to those experiences with 
whlch everyone is familiar, such as love, hate, fear and j ealousy. 
"Poetry expresses such universal experiences that it has meaning for 
a11 . 112 When a st1.1dent realizes that poetry is elaborating on experiences 
that he has kno~~, his appreciation for it grows~ 
It is probably true that almost nothing is real, completely 
meaningful, or deeply significant if it is seen, heard of, 
or thought of in isolation. Things, people , events, i deas , 
be come real by contrast and comparison with other things, 
people, events and ideas. Our most important device, there-
fore , in helping pupils to feel reali t y end signif icance in 
1· 1 Dakin, Dorothy, sm . cit. • PP• 238 and 249. 
I! 2 Ibid., P• 250~ 
J '---1 -
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poetry and in enriching the stories and ideas we find there. 
is that of providing perspecti~e. We achieve perepective 
when we see things in company, against backgrounds, and in 
some relationship to other things. the converse is almost 
equally true: the ideas and experiences of others have real 
meaning when considered in the light of our o~m. The desire 
to understand others more fully results in a more complete 
understanding of ourselves end vice versa.1 
METHODS OF SELEOTUiG CONTENT 
Literature does have powe~~ For it to express its power fully, 
though, the right people must meet the right literature. In 
addition, the meeting must occur in cir~stances that allow 
the literature to demonstrate its power. 
It is of vital importance in teaching poetry that the materials 
used suit the needs of the students. 
Our criterion of selection and placement of poetry, then, will be 
the immediate group of pupils, not our preconceived notions as to 
' what they ought to know and like. ' We shall conceive our 
responsibility as relating first to boys and girls and only 
second to poetry. 3 
The courses . of study in which poetry is included must be kept 
flexible, so that the various levels and intelligence. emotional maturity, 
and interest which are represented in a class ~ be srl. ted. 
The poetry to be read with any group of boys and girls must be 
chosen upon the basis of our knowledge of that group's capacities 
(intellectual-emotional ·maturity), its tastes. its interests. 
This means two things particularly; first. that the poetry will 
be intellectually comprehensible with respect to the forms 
employed, the diction used, the allusions present, and the 
structural manner; second, that the poetry will have meaning in 
that its underlying theme, idea, problem or experience is within 
2 Hook, J.N., on. cijL., P• 178e 
3 Seely, Howard F., QD• cit ~, P• 59. 
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the emotional ken of the pupils with whom it is to be read. In 
most cases, com:prehensibility and meaningfulness are simul ta.neously 
present, but not in all. It is these important exceptions that 
we must consider carefully in making our course of stu~. 
An illustration ••. may be helpful. Intellectually, much of 
Wordsworth's poetry is comprehensible to relatively young 
children. This is due to the avowed simplicity of 
Wordsworth's diction, to the directness of his movement, 
and to the ease of his structure. However, interpretative 
meditation upon the mysteries of natural phenomena is decidedly 
not an alluring or meaningful child activity. The average 
younger pupil is sim:ply not rea<\y- to participate with 
\vordsworth ir his search for the mystic significance of life 1 s 
commonplace. 
Teacher-pupil planning is one way of selecting material which is 
within the interest range of students. ~Urrielees suggests and illus-
trates an annotated list of poems to be considered for study in w·hich the 
difficult materiel is marked so that easily discouraged readers l'lill be 
warned, and better students will be challenged. 2 
The initial use of narrative poetry is suggested as a means o:f 
complying with the demands of student interest and ability~ 
Of the U.tree great divisions of poetry - narrative, lyric and 
dramatic - the first \'till probably, because of its story nature, 
engage most of your attention, especiaUy during the first three 
years of the high school course. In order to convince your 
doubting Thomases that poetry is not an experience apart, 
establish its connect ion ''lith t:ypes alread.y read by ygur group, 
:!_)articulro-ly the short, possibly the novel and drama.-' 
TYPES OF ORGANIZATION 
Units of Poetry may be organized in several different ways. Some-
times, poetry is taught according to subject matter. Muri reports the 
1 Seely, Howard F •• op. cit$, pp. 52 and 53. 
2 Mirrielees, Lucia B., on. cit., pp. 422-427 . 
3 Dakin, Dorothy, op. cit., p. 253. 
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I successful use of a poetry unit on death in which various poetic presenta-
tions of that theme were read and studied.1 
White suggests a more inclusive unit in which, through the study of 
universal ideas in representative poetry throughout the ages, students 
traced the development of man t s appreciation for his brother. For 
example, Beowulf was stu.died for its element of leadership, and the early 
ballads were found to be excellent indications of the universal emotions 
of men. 2 
A more general type of poe try unit organized according to subject 
matter is one named 11 What Poets Wri te 11 in the Florida State Curri culum, 
Experiencing the Language Arts. Here, a number of poems are read and 
studied in view of the universal ideas which poets use in their works.3 
Several units of poetry approached through subject matter are sug-
gested in An Eeoerience Ourricu.lum in English• These units also emphasiz 
the experiences whiCh poems, written about certain subjects, produce. 
For example, the primary objective of one unit is "to enjoy poems of 
delight in physical nature and bodily actiVi ty.'1 That of another is 
11 to share in worthy expressions of patrio tl sm; 11 and that of a third is 
11 to share in lyric expressions of human brotherhood, transcending 
1 Mu.ri. John, 11A Poetry Unit on Death, 11 The English Journal, January. 1947, 
1 Vol. 36, PP• 41- 42. 
2 White, Avice, 11English Poetry in a Context, 11 The English Journal, Janliary, 
I 1948, Vol. 37, PP• 21~25. 
I' 13 Floride State Curriculum, qp. cit ., PP• 271-272. 
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sectional and national boundar1es. 11 1 
Units of poetry m!cy' also be organized according to authors . ~ s 
type of unit is also suggest¢in An Exn!9rience Curriculum in English. 
In such a unit, the primary objective would be 11 to know and evaluate the 
works and personality of a particular poe tv 11 It would include a study 
of the poet ' s background and style , and both the intensive and the exten-
2 
sive reading of representative works of the poet. 
Units of poetry arranged according to subject matt r and authors are, 
for the most part, found in curricula designed for the first three years 
of high school. 
Poetry may be taught according to type. Units of this kind are uaually 
limited to the advanced students, and must be handled with care. 
In the senior year, largely as a matter of convenience, poetry 
may be taught according to t:n>e• To some people . a knowled&e 
of the characteristics of each of the se affords interest; but 
you should bear in mind that the fact that a poem is an elegy 
or a simple lyric rarely aids in teaching a~yone to read.3 
Of course, the teecMng of poetry ~ be included in a literature 
1 unit. For example, The E:;;perience Curriculum includes a unit called 
11 Becoming acquainted with aPeriod~ 11 The pri!D.P..ry objective of this unit 
\I 
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is t o 11know and to understand the most important literary achievements 
in the Victorian Age (1832-1890), particularly as an expression of the 
1 Hatfield, Wilbur W., ed., A Report of a Commission of the NOTE, Aa 
Exoerienee Curriculum in Engli§h. D .. Appleton-Century Company, Inc.: 
New York, 1935, PP• 5~62~ 
2 ~., PP• 73-76. 
3 Dakin, Dorothy, 2~· cit., P• 245. 
25 
life of the agee 11 This unit includes the study of several poems, among 
which are Tennyson 1 s In Memoriam and Arnold's Dover J3each. 1 
This kind of unit may be found in curricula designed for all four 
years of high school. 
!-iETHODS OF TEACHING POETRY 
Effective teaching of poetry demands the use of various metho ds . 
Often, it is necessary to approach the same poem from many different 
angles in order to guide the students adequately. 
One of these methods is the presentation of the poem as a story. 
Reading aloud is a valuable way to promote the understanding of a story 
in verse. This applies, naturt>.J.ly, to shorter l)Oems or to selections 
from longer ones.. The teacher needs ·co read for the purpose of getting 
the pupils into the spirit of the story* 
As he reads to the class, the teacher will stop to comment upon 
significa.nt~ideas, admirable phrases, colorful diction, interest-
ing people.-
Although the rewording of a poem can be a dangerous threat to the 
student 1 s appreciation of the po~;m as a whole, the s~ of poetic 
themes is still considered a way to insure grasp of content. 
I 1 Hatfield, 1'iilbur \•T., ed .. , A Report of a Commission of the lTationaJ. 
'
I Council of Teachers of English, An Experience Curriculum in English, 
:PP • 73-76. 
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The best evidence of a pupil 1s having followed the story of a 
narrative poem is his ability to summarize it in a sentence or 
two. This shows fe:r more about his reai!.ing skill and his sense 
of proportion than does his detailed and probably rambling 
retelling of all that has happened. When a friend asks us 
what an article or a plq or a novel or a poem is about, we do 
not settle down to an exhaustive (and exhausting) recapitulation • •• 
In our poetry classes, therefore, ~ brief summary of the story 
that has been told is sufficient. It makes us ready to discuss 
together certain other and undoubtedly more important features 
of the poem, particularly the human motives and relationships 
which the poem depicts.l 
For the teaching of Shakespeare, Palmer suggests assigning a long 
paper in Which the students retell the plot, ten days after the study of 
the play has begun.2 However, this method should never be used to 
produce a. "simplified version 11 of a poem, for when it is, the beauty of 
ll 
II 
~~~ Dramatization by the class helps in the understanding of a poem 
/ as a story, becsnse it clarifies setting and action. 
the poet ' s art is destroyed. 
I 
I Two capable boys mEey" wrk out a drM!atization of Sohre:b and Rustum 
that will help to clarify the action and the speeches. Some 
poems ~ be pantomimed effectively by one student while another 
reads. Reading of parts in such a poem as Poe's &I.m - with a 
narrator, a speaker and a hoarse raven - assists in visualizs.tion 
and understanding.3 
The story of a poem will come to life if the teacher encourages his j 
students to relate the situations and Characters in poetry to those in life~ 
1 Seely, Howard F., op. cit., PP• 82-83. 
2 Palmer, Dora., 11 The Play' s the Thing," English Journal, December, 1949, 
Vol. 38, P• 570. 
3 Hook, J.N., op. cit., P• 193. I 
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regarding the meaning of the poem and its application to 
everydey situations or emotions. Try to eonnect it 'With 
the experiences of those about you, without , however, being 
personal. Link it up to life, to ordinary experiences, with 
a view to giving the student an increased underetand.ing of 
human emotions . ! 
The study of background or related materit1~ is one of the most 
important methods used in helping the student to understand the story of 
a poem. 
When there is a close connection between the poem and the background 
of either the poet or his time, that connection should be exploited. 
The historical approach removes the poem :from the pages of a book, 
and places it in 1 ts proper context - in physical surroundings 
that may be made :t'smiliar, and among real people, with fears, 
tears, joys and aspirations not unlike our own)~ 
However, this method must be used with care, because the beauty of 
the poem can be obscured by overemphasis of rela.ted facts. Hook limits 
the method to the following kinds of poetry. 
There are three occasions for using the h1 storical approach 
in teaching poetry; when the poem 1 s an outgrowth of a clearly 
defined mental and emotional state of its author, when it 
sheds light upon the age in which it was written or which it 
describes, and when it relates to a histori cPl. subject . 3 
A poem m~ be presented as a picture. ~is involves the development 
of the student ' s ability to form mental concepts.. Here again, oral read-
ing and dramatization either by the teacher or the pupil are valuable, 
because they contribute to visualization. 
1 Dakin, Dorothy, op. cit., P• 244. 
2 Hook, J.N., OD• cit., P• 182. 
3 Ibid .• • P • 178. 
Dakin s~s. 
What is your opinion of drame.tization as a means of teaching 
children to read poetry? Because it visualizes the scene and 
trains the mind to see beyond the printed word, I consider it 
desirable .. l 
However, the same author gives a word of warning concerning dramatization. 
Yes. lou shouJ.d employ dramatization~~ but you should not overdo 
ita t is great fun and your group will enjoy it; but it should 
be resorted to only on occasi on, not as a substitute for the 
reading and interpretation of verse~ 2 
.Another way of improving mentaL pictures is to find words which. appeal 
to the sense. and to build pictures from them~ Chapin and Thomas make 
the following suggestions. 
It is very i nteresting .to give ourselves practie' in thinking 
more closely about imagery and in studying carefully its 
manifestations in different poems. It is amazing how differently 
poets feel sense appeals. We ce~ get the poet1 £ material before 
us if we make a chart and list his various images under their 
appropriate headings. (sight , sound, smell » taste and touch) ••• 
There is certainly no more vivid way of getting ~mpathy with 
the poet'tJ sensitiveness to t he world about him than by 
dwelling on the use of his imagery. People who read a great 
deal of poetry can very quickly see a poet 1 E fondness for 
certain sense appeals. But sometimes an actual charting of a 
poem will reveal unexpected end3extremely interesting results. even to the experienced reader. 
Illustration may be used in the presentation of a poem as a picture. -
It is s. valuable help in visualization. 
Since a poem is highly compressed, a class often profits from 
expansion of its meaning through illustration. The illustration 
may be in words; examplaJ3 of what the poet •. .,as sB3ing, or 
l Dskin 11 Dorothy, OJ:h .cU,., p . 246 . 
2 Ibid~- • P• 246. 
3 Chapin, E., and Themas, R., on . cit. , P• 7. 
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1 
Or they may be pictorial; photos. drawing or paintings 
supplied by both teacher and class to aid visualization. 1 
I A poem 1118¥ be presented as music. This involves, primarily, the 
awareness of rhythm. One of the most effective ways to stress the rhythm 
of a poem is to read it aloud. This may be done by an individual or by 
the clas s as a group. 
Mirrielees suggests thet the teacher read many poems aloud. showing 
their contrasting rhythms. 2 
Furthermore, oral reading offers an opportunity to promote apprecia-
tion for poetry in general. 
What I think is important is the someti mes forgotten truism that 
sense end sound are integrally linked~ that the worth of an oral 
interpretation depends greatly on the student's analysis of the 
:poem .•• 
Tb a great extent, the reading of poetry is as good as motivation • •• 
The sight of a football star reading to an assembly can touch the 
souls of little boys more quickly than we like to admit.3 
In a discussion of the ballad, Dakin suggests that the teacher act 
as narrator himself and have the class join in on the refrain~4 
Choral reading aids also in the effective interpretation of poetry 
and the visualiza,tion of word pictures$ The following suggestions con-
cerning the teaching of choral reading illustrate the valuable skills 
1 Hook, J.N., OPA cit., P• 195~ 
2 Mirrielees, Lucia B. 1 op. cit*, pp .. 390-392. 
3 Gordon, Edward J Q, "Teaching Students to Ree.d Verse, 11 English Jou,rn.al,, 
March, 1950, Vol. 39. pp .. 149 and 154. 
4 Dakin, Dorothy, on. ¥it., p .. 256 .. 
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I which are developed in it. 
With the class, analyze the poem carefully~ Pupils must under-
stand the meaning of each \'ror d and. nntst see the pictures back of 
each word. Thought units mt1st be recognized and marke off by 
vertical lines~ The mood of the poem and its relation to the 
rate of reading mu.s t be determined on. If d1 alogue occurs! en 
attempt to portray c.'llaracter through reading must be made. 
Closely connected to choral reading is an interesting activity called 
rhythmic movement . It is a means of expressing, though bodily movement, 
tbe rhythm or mood of a :poem. 
Rhythmic movement is not dramati zing ••• (I t) is limited to a 
repeated established moving pattern, such as hoppingt flying, 
marchi~g» etc~. throughout the teacher ' s recitation to the 
rhyme • · 
This (rhythmic movement) should consist largely of suit1Dg the 
action to the word ~ of devising, for the time being something 
akin to the movement for which the lilt was made. 3 
Poetry should be sung whenever the occasion arises ~ Hook says. 
Much poetry is wri tten to be sunge Then why not sing it? 
If the teacher cannot lead the singing, there is usually 
a student who can. Ballads ••• make a good entering wedgea 
Later, lyri~s by Shakespeare j Jonson, Burns end others 
mq be sung. 4 
Poet~ which was originally "itten to be sungj is not full 
appreciated until it is heard in a mu.sicel form . 
Shakespeare wrote lyrics to be sung, not to be read merelY: 
yet over and over again we read 11 0 Mistr ess lv!ine, 11 11 Blow," 
2 Kepple , E. E., and Wedberg, C.F., ~eecb, Im,provement ihrough Choral 
Sn~a\cigg, Expression Company: Boston, 1942, P• 64. 
3 Gullan, M. and Gurrey, P., Poetry Spe~in$ for Children, Part I II, 
Expression Company: Boston, 1938, P• 10. 
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Blow, Thou Winter Wind 11 ••• etc., or give these lyrics to the children to \
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read without ever invoking the aid of music ••• And so we do not enjoy ' 
these lyrics in the ways intended by the poet~ •. It is, then, in their 
musical form that we ought to hear the se lyrics, and others, t oo, which 
t~r.e expressly written to be S'..lng.l 
Students of poetry should be made aware of the music of words. 
According to Deringer and Eaton, 
The poet selects his words ~~th special care. It is not enough 
that they should convey the proper meaning. They must harmonize 
with the music of the v~rse. For poetry, as someone has said, 
is music which has been given the power of speech. 
The sounds of which words are made have different qua.li ties. 
The tones of some have harsh and loud sounds. Others are 
soft and smooth. Some words whisper. Some his3 like a 
-snake.,2 
Poetry may be presented as ideas . This kind of presentation is 
approached mainly through class discussion of t he ideas of various poets .. 
Students should be encouraged to consider the ideas in poetry in relation 
to their own lives. 
Poetry offers endless op?Qrtunity for adding to the knowledge 
of human beings. It offers, too . tentative conclusions - guesses 
to be weighed and modified. The poet. even though he ~ not 
be what Shelley called him, the legislator of mankind, does 
not know all the answers. But he does raise many questions 
a.nd he does supply clues to help answer them. 3 
It is important, however, that students be free to agree or to 
disagree with the ideas of the poets, and that they should be encouraged 
to form personal opinions regarding them. 
1 Gullan, M. and Gurrey, P., op. cit., p . 224. 
2 Daring~r, H.F. and Eaton, A.T., op. ci.t., p~ 197. 
3 Hook, J.N., op. ci_t ., PP• 183-184. 
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Our disagreement with a point of view should not blind us to 
the merits of a noble poem, nor should agreement fool us about l 
a. bad one. 
Memori zation offers a w~ in which pupils may remember ideas as they 
have been expressed by the poet. T.his device must be handled carefully, 
because there is a general dislike among school children for memorizing 
poetry. 
Memorization should be encouraged but not required. In too 
many i nstances, forced memorization has caused dislike, and 
in too many instances, the student, told that he mu.st learn 
twenty-five to fifty lines, has chosen his lines solely on 
the basis of their brevity. Three suggestions on memoriza-
tion: (a) If poetry is taught effectively enough, students 
will want to tuck away certain lines and brief passages. 
(b) Choral reading and dramatization tend to fix certain 
lines without the reader ' s conscious effort. {c) If the 
teacher himself occasionally quotes a few lines pertinent to 
the topic being discussed, some students will be motivated 
to emulate him. 2 
TEACHING AIDS 
The following aids have been found to be helpful in teaching poetry. 
1.. Recordings are important aids in many ways. Those made by 
living poets of their own works prove to many pupils that poetry is alive 
and important. 
When a class hears Robert Frost himself read his own poetry or 
hears Archibald Ma.cLeish give part of one of his poetic plays, 
the pupil knows that poetry !g a living thing, a thing of 
interest to thousands of adults. 3 
1 Daniels, Earl, op. ci1•• p. 257. 
2 Hook, J.N., QR• cti., P• 195. 
3 Mirrielees, Lucia B., oJh cij_. • P• 428. 
Dakin suggest! that the teacher plq records of ballads so that the 
pupils m~ sense the rhythm in them~ 1 ~ese records may also be used 
as a means of helping the students to understand the people and the 
emotional qualities of the ballad. 
Never, againt I hope, will they (students) ' see ' ballads as 
quaint little four-line stanzas on a sleek white page in an 
impesonal literature book. This winter, they ~11 ' hear' 
ballads ~ th their hearts and come to know better their people, 
whose sorrows and joys and disappointments gave ballads to our 
world.2 
I 
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Records 1118¥ be used as a mu.sical background to poems to help express 11 
II 
the mood of the poet. Selection of background music by the students 
serves as a way for them to express the experience which they shared with 
tfl...e poet . 3 
2. The use of a drum to show the beat of poems with marked rhythm 
4 is suggested by Hook. 
3. The use of pictorial issulstrations as an aid to the visue.liza.-
tion of word pictures was discussed above . They m~ also be used as a 
meana of expressing the experiences that students have found in poetry . 
Finger painting has been used in this respect. It was introduced in a 
poetry unit to offer the students experience in expressing in t erms of 
I: 
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color and pattern their personal react ions to poems . For an example of · /I 
II 
1 Dakin, Dorothy, OJh ci.:t.., p .. 256 • ,, 
2 13ower, F., 11 A l3allad Should be Heard, Not Seen. 11 English Journal, 
1948. Vol. 37, P• 153e 
MarchJI 
3 Squire, J.R. and Beckerman. M •• 11 The Release of Expression," English 
Jre~rnal, March, 1950, Vol. 39, P• 149 . 
4 Hook, J.N., ope cit., P• 212. 
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reflect j / the results, after a class discussion on the col ors which best 
the moods of poems, one pupil offered a finger painting of her reactions 
to Poe ' s Annabel LeeQ ~e colors went from red (love, hanpiness) 
through brown (trouble) to black (grief).1 
4. Notebooks can be used as a teaching aid to promote motivation 
for the study of poet~7. 
Adolescents love to collect stamps, coins, matchbooks , records. 
and so on. Why not have them collect poems? As individuals or 
as a class they may make notebooks of favorite poems. In one 
small school, each senior class prepares a book of its favorites 
for presenta.tion to bhe library; the books prepared are eagerly 
read and compared with what the present class is doing. 2 
1 Sqw.i r~~ J . Re and Beckerman, Me, on• cit. , P • 145 .. 
2 Hook, J.Ne, OR· cit., PP• 195-196Q 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF SruDY 
SELECTION OF TEXT!OOKS 
The writer requested from eaeh of the following twenty publi shers 
the name of their most recent tenth-grade textbook in literature whiCh 
included the study of poetryv 
1. Al lyn and Bacon, Bo ston 
2. The American Book Company, Boston 
3. · Dv Appleton - Century Company, Inc .. , New York 
4. Ginn and Company, Boston 
5. Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York 
6. D.c. Heath and Company, Boston 
7 . Henry Holt and Company, New York 
8. 'l!b.e Houghton Mifflin Company, Bo s ton 
9. J.B. Lippincott Company, New York 
10 . Laidlow Brothers, Inc., Ne • Yor k 
11. Longmans Green and Compa11y, New Y0 rk 
12. The Macmillan Company, Easton 
13. Charles E. Merrill Company, Inc •• New York 
14. Newson and Company, biew York 
15. Rand McNally and Company, ~!ew York 
16. Bow Peterson and Company, New York 
17. Scott, Foresman and Company, New York 
lj 
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! 18~ Charles Scribner' tl Sons, Nel'r York 
r-
1' I 
I 19. L.W. Singer Company_ New York 
The World Book Company. Boston 
From the information gained, the following ten textbooks were 
Chosen at r sndoru from those t~oks which had been published since 1940. 
1. Ansorge. Eli zabeth F.j Lucas Harriet M., McCoy, Raymond F., 
Tower, Donald M., Prose and Poetry for Appreciation. The L. w. Singer 
Company: Syram1se, New York, 1942, fourth edition. 
2 . :Barnes, Walt_er, Bessey, Mabel A., Cambell, Gladys s. , Green, 
Ward R., Haber, Thomas B. , Knox. Ethel L., Seey, Claire S., Shattuck, 
Ma1·quis E~, Eeri tage , American :Book Company: :Boston, 1940. 1 
3 . :Blankenship, Russel, Nash, Winifred H., \'larner , Pauline, Wright, I 
George, I.iteratwe We A12n:recia.:t;e , Cha:1•les Scribner ' s Sons: New Yol'k, 194011 
4. :Briggs, Thomas H~, Herzberc , Max J~, Jackson. Lucile P., I 
Bolenius, Emma M., Romance, Houghton Mifflin Company: Boston, 1940 . 
5. Campbell, Gladys and Thomas, Russell , Rea.diilg Errglish Literature., 
D.C ~ Heath and Company, Boston, 1944. 
6. Collette , Elizabeth, Croat , Thomas P&, Stauffer, Elmer c •• 
~ezond th~ Seas, Ginn and Co~1any: Eoston, 1949. Second Edi tion . 
7. Cross, E.A., and Cross, Neal M~, ~es of Literatur,, The 
Macmillan Company: Boston, 1944~ 
a. Milee, Dudley, Stratton, Clarence, Pooley, Rober t c., Literature 
I 
Md Ltfe. Scott , Foresman and Company: New York, 1947, fourth editi6n .. 
I 
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9. Payne, Leonidas, W. Jr., Neville, Mark A., Chapman, Natalie E •• 
Intereeting Friend.ru Band McNally and Company: N~w York, 1947, third 
edition .. 
-, 
I 
10 . Sharp, Russell A., Tigert , John J.~ Mann, Annette, Duddle:,y5 T.F. ., 
Abney, Loui se, Exploring Literarr Tr~ils, Laidlow Brothers, Inc• ; New 
York• 1942, second edition~ 
BASIS OF .ANALYSIS 
Examination of the textbooks revealed that the following nine 
methods were the most frequently used: 
1. The Study of Words 
A. · Understanding the meaning of words 
:s. Interpreting the poet 1 s use of words 
C. Interpreting lines and stan2as 
D. Finding words that appeal to the senses 
E. Finding word pictures 
2. ib,e Study of Ideas 
~ Interpreting the :poet• s id.eas 
B. Universal idea~ 
c. Forming opinions about the poet ' s ideas 
D. Memorizing the poet• s idea,s as he has expressed them 
1. Choosing passages tc memorize 
2. Memorizing assigned passages 
3. The Study of the Story 
A. Comprehending the facts presented 
:B. Finding the moral 
c. Dramati2ing the story 
D~ Summarizing the action 
4. The Study of Mo od 
A. Deteru.ining the mood of words 
:s. Determining the mood of lines and stanzas 
• 
Determining the mood of a poem 
5. The Study of Rhythm 
A. Determining the rhythm of lines and stanzas 
:B. Determining the mood of a poem 
c. Reading poems orally 
D., Reading poems in . choral recitation 
E. Singing poems 
6.. llhe Study of :Background Materisl. 
A. Relating a poem and its author 
:B.. Relating a poem to other literature 
C. Finding facts that relate to a poem 
D. Relating a poem to life 
7. The Study of Form 
A. Determining the effect of form 
:B Sce~ng poetry 
8 . The Study of Poetic Device 
A. Determining the effect of figures of speech 
:B.. Finding figures of speech 
C. Determining the poetic devices in a poem 
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9. Creative Work Resulti ng from the Study of Poetry 
A. Writing Proee 
B. Writing Poetr.y 
These methods formed the basis of the subsequent analysis . In 
the list belo\r, a semple activity is given for each method. 
1. The Study of Words 
A. Understanding the meaning of words 
Ex. ~'ihat is the meaning of 11heath 11 in line 23? 
B. Interpreting the poet ' s use of words 
Ex. In Requiem, what is meant by 11 the tell ship, 11 "the 
wheel ' s kick11 in stanza one? 
c. Interpreting lines and stanzas 
Ex. What lines suggest the loneliness of the sea? 
D., Finding words that appeal to the senses 
Ex. Describe t h.e prairie as it is pictured in the poem 
above .. 
2 . The Stuey of Ideas 
A. Interpreting the poet 's ideas 
E:x:. What is the thought expressed in Haryes_t,! 
] ., Universal ideas 
E:x:. What truth about human life is the poet trying to 
make clear in this poem? 
C. Forming opinions about the poet ' s id.eas 
Ex. In Mx Pepple Oa,me to This Count.u, do you think that 
the poet exaggerated t he beauty of America? 
D. Memorizing the poet 's ideas as he has expressed them 
1. Choosing passages t o memorize 
Ex. This poem is worth. beh1.g committed to your memory. 
At the least you will want to remember cer tain 
lines and passages of it. 
2. Memorizing assigned passages 
E:x:. The last stanza of this poem is in the for m of a 
pr~er. Memorize it~ 
40 
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3.. The Study of the Story 
A. 
:B. 
Comprehending the facts presented 
Ex. Why did David leave his sheep and visit the battlefield? I 
i'lhat boyish plaything did he bring with him? How did he 
happen to be acqua.i nted with the king? l 
Finding the moral 1' 
Ex. What is the moral illustrated in the Rime of the Anc.im!, j 
Mariner.? 
C~ Dramatizing the stor.y 
Exa Dramatize Act V, Scenes iv and v of Julius Caesar• 
n. Summarizing the action 
Ex. In your words, f ollow the course of the ship in the 
Rime of the Ancient Mariner. 
4 . !!.he Study of Mood 
A. Determining the mood of words 
Ex. Find some word in at least six of the first eight 
lines to suggest the joy of flying, free from Earth. 
B. Determining the mood of lines and stanzas 
Ex. lhere does quietness fir st creep in? Where does it 
become the prevailing mood? 
c. Determining the mood of a poem 
Ex. I s My Heart ' s in the ID,ghlands sad or glad? 
5. The Study of Rhythm 
A. Determining the rhythm of lines and stanzas 
Ex. What lines in this poem suggest the rhythm of t he 
gallopir~ of horses? 
B. Determining the rhythm of a poem 
Ex. Ho11r does the rhythm of this poem suggest the rocking 
of the shadows in the wasn .of the t ide? 
c~ Reading poems orally 
Ex. Read this poem aloud, emphasizing the rhythm. 
)! 
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6. 
D. Reading poems in choral recitation 
Ex. Read this poem aloud as a group. All voices mey read 
the first stanza. For the second and third. stanzas, 
the light voices may give the first three lines, the 
dark or heavy voices answering with the last three .. 
E. Singing poems 
Ex. This poem has been :put to music and is regarded a a 
hymn. Learn the tune and sing it .. 
The Study of Background Mater:i.al I 
A. Rele.ting a poem and its author II 
Ex.. Check with the biography of Stephen Vincent Benet to Ill 
B. 
learn how he became interested in historical characters. 
P.ela.ting a poem to other literature . 
Ex., i'lhat rela.tion do you see between President Wilson' s war 
message and Norman Cor\v1.n1 s poem lb.-morrow Is ReadY? 
C. Finding facts that rell'!,te to the poem 
Ex. What do you know from the study of history or the life 
of Jac.ltson which made him 11 the pride of the frontier? 11 
D. Relating a poem to life 
Ex. Reread the final lines of the poem. Do you know of 
persons who have been Changed by the war? 
7. Study of Form 
A. Determining the effect of form 
Ex. ~Thy does the poet va:ry the ballad form in the seventh 
stanza.? 
B. Scanning poetry 
Ex. Work out the metrical pattern of this poem and label 
. each line using the terms given above. 
8 . The Study of Poetic Device 
AQ Determining the effect of figures of speech 
Ex. What is the effect of hyperbole as Coleridge uses it 
in The Rime of the Ancient Mariner? 
B. Finding figures of speech 
Ex. Find illustrations of alliteration in Part I of this 
poem. 
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c. Determining the poetic devices in a poem 
Ex. Eo~; does the author of this poem make you aware of 
the loneliness of the sea? 
9. Creative \'fork Resulting from the Study of Poetry 
A. Writing prose 
Ex. After you have read Upd.er the Goal PosJ;a. write a 
one~page theme describing the game from the point of 
view of the losers or the winners. 
B. Writing Poe try 
Ex. Read After Apple Picki:c_g and then write a poem telling 
of a t aSk that you have accomplished. 
The use of teaching aids was also included in the ·textbook analysis. 
Examination revealed that the following three teaching aids were the 
most frequently used: 
1. Recordings 
2. Pictorie~ Illustrations 
3. Notebooks 
These aids formed the basis of the subsequent analysis. In the list 
belo·w, a se.mple activity is given for the use of each teaching aid. 
1 . Recordings 
Ex. After you have read B£buska. you ~~11 enjoy listening to 
the Victor records of the Russian Cathedral Choir for Parit: 
singing the Chri stma.s music. 
2. Pictorial Illustrations 
Ex. Make a drawing which will illustrate Burns 1 Highland home 
as he describes it in My Heart's in the Highlanqs. 
3. Notebooks 
Ex. Make an anthology of the poems ir .. this section which appeal 
to you the most. 
The organization of poetry selections in each textbook was clasei-
fied. Poetry was presented in either of the following w~s : 
1. As a part of a unit of 11 terature which is arranged accord.i!lg 
to subject matter w For example, in a literature unit titled The Roaa to 
Peace, 11 Dunkirk 11 by Ro-oert Nathan is included in the unit section At Sea. 
z. As a part of a unit of poetr.r which includes only works of a 
certain type. For example, 11 The Rime of the Ancient >1ariner 11 is 
incl\1ded in a unit t itled Lo_ng Narxa.ti.ve Poems. 
==============-=-==-=~~~======================================1========== ====lie-'-=-=-=---
CHAPTER IT 
.ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Table I (The Number of .ACtivities Illustrating the Most Jlrequently 
Used lletboda of Teaching PWq) presents the number of textbook acti vi-
ties illustrating methods ot teaching poetry as revealed by the analysis. 
The activities a.re arranged accordi!!g to the basis of analysis given in 
Chapter III, page )8. Examples of these activities are also giYen in that 
chapter. The textbooks in the table are arranged according to the mmber 
of activities which they contain; Textbook A havi~ the largest number 
of activities (597) • Textbook :S having the second largest number (579), 
etc. 
Table I alao presents: the total number of activities in all the 
textbooks illus trating each of the activities; the number of activiti es 
in each textbook illustrating all the methods; and the ID1mber ot 
aetivi ties in all the textbooks illustrating all the methods. 
TABLE I 
THE NUl.f.BER OF ACTIVITIES ILLUSTRATING THE HOST FREQ,UENTLY USED 
METHODS OF TEACITDifG POETRY 
METHODS ~~!]]R OF ACTIVITIES 
(TEXTBOOKS) A :B c D E F G H I J 
', 1. Meaning 1 0 13 23 0 3 15 0 7 3 
I Interpretation 21 4 21 7 22 4 17 4 8 2 
:I Line Interpretation 60 69 44 32 42 44 37 12 15 g 
It Appeal to the Senses 5 1 3 7 18 0 3 2 2 1 
I Word Pictures 21 16 13 5 7 5 8 2~ 11 5 2. Interpretation 38 73 63 43 41 51 31 35 12 
1: Universal 3 1 5 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 
I Pupil Opinion 30 29 7 27 25 34 14 6 2 9 
Memorization (Optional) 4 0 2 2 0 3 7 3 4 0 
·' lifemorization (Assigned) 0 0 1 0 0 0 7 1 0 0 
11 3. Comprehension of Facts 31 52 137 35 75 76 50 87 14 43 
1  Moral 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 i Dramatization 6 6 3 4 1 5 2 5 2 0 
I Summaxization 18 8 8 24 0 7 9 4 17 1 
I 4. Of i<fords 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 I 4 6 1 Of Lines and Stanzas 0 1 3 0 1 0 1 0 
Of Poems 14 6 9 5 3 4 2 7 1 3 
15• Of Lines and Stanzas 1 2 8 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 
Of Poems 3 9 0 2 7 1 0 3 2 1 
Oral. Reading 93 19 7 2 5 8 g 1 11 2 
I 
Choral Reading 8 0 20 0 2 12 3 1 0 4 
Singing 1 1 0 3 1 0 5 3 1 0 
16• Author 6 11 9 5 15 3 2 0 1 0 
I Other Literature 35 51 55 37 22 17 29 13 13 12 
Related Facts 30 3 26 23 9 6 21 10 7 g 
li Relation to Life 50 62 44 77 45 10 19 23 1 30 
·17. Effect of Form 8 7 0 g 4 10 1 g 2 2 
11 Scansion 2 g 14 8 7 5 2 1 3 3 
'1 8. Effect of Devices 4 3 3 2 0 2 1 1 2 4 
Finding Figures of Speech 5 1 12 3 13 2 3 1 13 4 
119. 
Determining Devices 21 28 5 18 23 28 5 6 20 4 
Composition of Prose 7 1 17 13 l~ 4 6 13 5 2 
Composition of Poetry 5 2 1 5 0 3 0 5 1 0 
TCYl'.ALS 
(A) 
65 
110 
363 
42 
100 
411 
16 
183 
25 
9 
750 
10 
34 
97 
6 
16 
54 
18 
33 
161 
50 
15 
52 
289 
143 
361 
52 
53 22 
57 
158 
72 
31 
TOTALS (:S) 597 579 543 419 418 353 310 260 209 165 3853 
TOTAL 
(C) 
========~IF=====~======================================~---=·-=~~·======,====~p~==~==-
Table I is constructed according to the following key: 
TEXTBOOKS (Listed according to frequency of activities): 
A Heritage 
B Literature and Life Book Tlro 
C Literat ure \ve Awreci ate 
D Romance 
E Pr ose and Poetry for Appreciation 
F Exploring Liter~~1r Trails 
G :Beyond the Seas 
H Interesting Friends 
I Reading Engli&l Literature 
J Types of Literature 
METHODS (Listed according to the basis of analysis) : 
The Study of: 
1. 'ifords 
2. Ideas 
3. The Story 
4. Mood 
5· :Rhythm 
6. Background Material 
7. Form 
S. Poetic Device 
9. Creative l'lork Resulting from the Study o:f Poetry 
TOTALS (A) : 
The number of activities in all the textbooks illustrating each method. 
TOT-U.S ( :S) : 
The number o:f activities in eaCh textbook illustrating all methods . 
TOT.AL (C): 
The number o:f activities in all textbooks illustrating all methods. 
The data in Table I may be read as follol'ls: 
Textbook A (Heritage) has the largest number o:f activ t ies i llustrat-
ing the most frequently used methods (597). One activity in .this book 
illustrates the study of the meaning of \'lords; 21 activities illustrate 
the study of the interpretation o:f words; ect. 
Textbook J3 (Literature and Life , :Book T\'lo) has the second largest 
number of activities (579 J. None of the activities in t.l}.is book illustrate 
the stud.v o:f' the meantng of words; 4 activities illustrate the study of 
the interpretation of \'lords; ect. 
65 activities in all the textbooks illustrate the study of the 
meaning of words; 110 activities illustrate the study of their interpreta-
tion of \'lords, ~. 
3853 activities L~ all the textbooks illustrate all the methods . 
Table I summarizes the number of a.ct·iyities found in individuaJ. text-
books, thus presenting the source from \lfhich the conclusions of this stuey 
are made concerning the most frequent;ty used methods as they are found 
in current textbooks for t he tenth grade~ 
Table II (The Number of Activities in all Textbooks Illustrating 
Jach Method) presents the number of activities found in all textbooks 
illustrating each method. The methods are presented according to the 
number of activities which illustrate them; the method illustrated the 
largest number of times being first, the methods illustrated the second 
largest number of times being second, etc. 
1 .. 
2. 
~: 
5. 
6 .. 
1· 
s. 
9· 
10. 
11~ . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22., 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
T.A:BLE II 
THE ~'lUMBER OF ACTIVITIES IN .ALL TEXTBOOKS ILLUSTRATING 
EACH HETHOD 
METHODS 
Comprehension of Facts 
Interpretation of Ideas 
Interpretation of Lines 
Relation to Life 
The Study of Other Literature as Background Material 
Pupil Opinion Concerning the Poet ' s Ideas 
Oral Reading 
Determining Poetic Devices 
The Study of Related Facts as Background Mat ~rial 
Interpretation of Words 
The Stucy of \'lord Picture·s 
Surnmarizing the Action of a Poem 
Composition of Prose as a Result of the Study of Poetry 
The Study of \'lord Meaning 
Finding Figures of Speech 
The Study of the Mood of Poems 
Scansion 
The Study of the Effect of Form 
The Study of the Author As Background Material 
Choral Reading 
The Stu~y of Words that Appeal to the Senses 
The Study of the Bhythm of Poems 
Dramatization of the Act ion of a Poem 
Composit i on of Poetry as a result of the Study of Poetry 
l·lemori zation (Optional) 
The Study of the Effect of Poetic Devices 
The Study of the ~ythm of Lines and Stanzas 
NUMBER OF 
ACTIVITIES 
750 
411 
363 
361 
289 
183 
161 
158 
143 
110 
100 
97 
72 
65 
57 
54 
53 
52 
52 
50 
42 
38 
34 
31 
25 
22 
18 
T.A.l3LE II (continued.) 
METHODS 
28. The Stud.y of the Mood. of Lines a."lld Stanzas 
29. The Study of the Universal Ideas in Poetry 
30. Sing:i. _g Poetry 
31. The Stady of the Horal of a Poem 
32. Hemo:ri'Zation (Assigned) 
33. The s·liudy of the Mood. of \tlord.s 
Tb.e data in Table II may be read as follows: 
:N"tMBER OF 
ACTIVITIES 
16 
16 
15 
10 
9 
6 
750 activiti es in all the textbooks illustrated the Study of the 
Comprehension of Facts. 
411 activit ies illustrated the Study of the Interpretation of I deas . 
363 activities illust r ated the Study of the Interpretation of Lines. 
The data in Table II indicate that in the textbooks analyzed certain 
methods of teaching poetry are illustrated by a large number of activities 
while others are illustrated by only a few activities . It i s assumed 
that the authors of t he textbooks considered those methods illustrated 
by a large number of activities to be of greate;r i mportance than those 
illustrated by a few act ivit ies. 
The following list of methods is derived from the informat i on gi ven 
in Table II. It presents the methods of teaching poetry suggested in 
the textbook activities, arranged according to their importance; that is , 
in agreement wi th the na~ber of activities illustrating each method in 
the textbooks. 
1. Teaching students to understand and interpret the vmrds of the 
poet , and the facts and ideas that he presents . 
2. Teaching poetry in perspective; that is, relating it to life, to 
personal experience, to other literature , tnd to its author. 
3. Encouxaging students to f at'!ID personal opinionE about the poet 1 u 
ideas. 
4. Using oreJ. reading as a means of developing 1.:mderstanding and 
a:p:9reciat ion. 
5. Using choral reading as a means of developing understmding and 
appreciation. 
6. Teaching students to identify poetic devices , and to be a'-llBXe 
of their effect. 
7• Teaching students to be aware of words tllat eppe~~ to the senses, 
and to visuaJ.ize mental pictures . 
8. Teaching students to summarize brieflY the action of a poem. 
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9~ Teaching students to determine the mood of a :poem as a "rhole 
and of its various :parts . 
10. Teaching students; by means of scansi on e.nd lmm'lled.ge of terms , 
to identify ~oetic form and. to be aware of effect of such form. 
11. Teaching stuclents to be alrare of the rhythm of a poem and. of' 
its effect . 
12. Using d.ram&.tization as a means of developing understanding and 
appreciation. 
13. Teaching students to understand. the universal ideas in :poetry. 
14 . Singing poetry when the occas ion arises. 
SJ 
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Table III (The Number of Activities Illustrating the Use of Teaching 
~) presents the number of activities in each textbook which illustrate 
the use of teaching aids. Examples of these activities are given in 
Chapter III. page 4). The teaching aids axe arranged according to the 
m.unber of activities \'lhich illustrate them. For example, pictori 8,l 
illustration is illustrated by the largest number of activities (45) 
and considered first. The textbooks are arr anged according to the number 
of activities wbi~h they contain; Textbook A having the largest number 
of activities, Textbook E having the second largest ntunber, etc . 
Table III also presents the number of activities in all the textbooks 
illustrating the use of each teaching aid; the number of activities in each 
textbook illustrating the use of all the teaching aids; and the number of 
activities in all the textbooks illustrating all the teaching aids. 
TAJ3LE III 
THE ~iUMIDJR OF ACTIVITIES ILLUSTBATING THE USE OF TEACHTiiG AIDS 
AIIS 1iUHJ3ER OF TOT.o\LS 
ACTIVITIES (A) 
( TEXT:BOOKS) A ::e c D E r G H I J 
1. Pictorial Illustrati on 15 11 7 4 4 ]. 0 1 1 1 45 
2. Notebooks 1 1 3 6 2 0 1 0 0 0 14 
3. Recordings _ 2 2 0 0 1 5 1 0 0 0 11 
TOTAL (:e) 18 14 10 10 7 6 2 1 1 1 70 
TOTAL 
(C) 
Table III is constructed according to the following key: 
TEXTBOOKS (Listed according to frequency of activities): 
A Heritage 
:S Literature \re Atmreciate 
C Interesting Friends 
D ExD1oring Literary Trails 
E Romance 
TOTALS (A): 
F :Beyond the Seas 
G Reading English Literature 
!I Literature and Life, :Book T\-ro 
I Prose and Poetry f or Appreciation 
J TYpes of Literature 
The number of activities in all textbooks illustrating the use of 
each teaching aid. 
TOTALS (B) 
The number of activities in each textbook illustrating the use of 
all teaching aids. 
TOTAL (C) 
The number of activities in all textbooks illustrating the use of 
all teaching aids~ 
The ~-ta in Table III DUcy" be read as fol1o~JS: 
Textbook A (Heritage) has the largest number of activities illus-
trating the uoe of teaching aids (lS). 15 activities in this book illus-
trate the use of pictorial ill ustrB.t ion; one activi ty illustrates the use 
of notebooks; and 2 activities illustra.te the use of recordings. 
Textbook B (Literature ''Te .A:opreciate ) has the second largest number 
of activities (14). 11 activities in this book illustrate the use of 
pictorial illustration; one activity illustrates the use of notebooks; etc. 
45 activities in all textbooks illustrate the use of pictorial 
illustration; 14 activities illustrate the use of notebooks; and 11 
activities illustrate the use of recordingse 
70 activities in all textbooks illustrate the use oi' all teaching aids 
Table III s1llilTilarizes the number of activities found in individual 
textbooks illustrating the use of each teaching aid, thus presenting 
the sources from which the conclusions of this study are made concerning 
the most frequently used aids as they are found in current textbooks for 
the tenth grade. 
The follo'l'ring list, based on information derived from Table III 
:presents the teaching aids suggested in the textbooks. I t is arranged 
according to the importance of the teaching aids; that is, in agreement 
,.;ith the number oi' activities illustrating the use of each teaching aid 
found in the textbooks: 
1. Pictori~l Illustration 
2. J!'otebooks 
3. Recordings 
Table IV (Organization of ~iaterial) presents the organize..tion of 
materie.l in each of the textbooks. Two types of organization: units of 
liters.ture arranged according to subject matter, and units of poetry 
arranged according to type are represented. Examples of these ~-es 2.re 
given in Chapter III, page 44. This t able also presents the total number 
of textbooks j_n which material is organized according to each ty-pe. Those 
organized in unite of literat~·e arranged according to subject matter are 
listed at the beginning of the tablet followed by those textbooks in whi~~ 
the material is organized in tmits of poetry arranged according to type. 
T.Am.E IV 
ORGANIZATIOllT OF MATERIAL 
TEXT:BOOKS 
:Beyond the Seas 
Literature "ile Appreciate 
Prose and Poetry for Appreciation 
Heritage 
Interesting Friends 
LiteratUl•e and Life, :Book Two 
Types of Literature 
Romance 
Reading English Literature 
Exploring Literary Trails 
TOTAL 
LITERATUBE tl1HTS 
(SUBJECT t-1ATTER) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
6 TOTAL 
POETRY UNITS 
(TYPE) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
4 
S4 
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The data in Table IV m~ be read as f ollol'rs: 
The material in Beyond the Seas, Literature 1•le Apprec1.a_t~· Prose 
and Poetry for Anpreciation, Heritage, Interesting Friends, and Literature 
and Life, Book T\'/o is organized in units of literature arranged according 
to subject matter. 
The material in Tzyes of Literature, Romance, Reading Eng1ich Litera.-
~· and Exploring Literary Trails is organized in units of poetry 
arranged: according to type. 
The material in 6 of the 10 textbooks analyzed is organized in 
units of literatt~e arranged according to subject matter. 
The material in 4 out of 10 textbooks analyzed is organized in 
units of poetry arranged according to type. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCI!:JUSIONS 
METHODS OF TEACHING POETRY 
For the most part, the professional literature examined in this 
study emphasizes the same methods for teaching poetry that rank high 
in importance in the textbooks. Three outstanding similarities in the 
methods suggested by both of these sources indicate that students must 
be able to understand and to interpret words and ideas if they are to 
share the author 1 s experiences; that they will understand and appreciate 
poetry to a greater degree if they ere able to relate it to other kno~t­
ledge, especially to facts and experiences that are familiar; and that 
they should be encouraged to form personal opinions about the poet 1 s 
ideas so that they may enrich their po\'ters of understanding and juo.gment. 
The stucy of rhythm and mood is stressed by both sources. They are 
loud in their praise of oral reading and choral recitation as a means 
of help ing students to understand and to appreciate the rhythm and mood 
of a poem. 
:Both agree also on the value of singing poetry as a means to this 
end. Professional literature suggests rhythmic movement as an important 
method in the study of rhythm and. mood, but the textbook analysis 
revea~ed no mention of it. 
Vist1B.lization is an important factor in teaching poetry according 
to both the professional literature and the textbooks. :Both sources 
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recommend the study of words that appeal to the senses as an aid to the 
visualization of mental pictures. Dramatization of poetry as a method of 
developing visualization is also suggested. Ho\'rever, the use of this 
method is limited insofar as it is considered secondary to the reading 
of poetry. 
The consideration of poetic device and form reveals some interesting 
differences between the methods suggested in professional literature and 
those indicated by textbook analysis. Professional literature states 
disapproval of teaching technical terms and scansion to the average tenth 
grade class. It also contains definite warning about overanalysis. The 
textbooks examined contained activities relating to the use of technical 
terms and scansion, and for analysing :9oetry to find certain types of 
poetic device. However, both sources generally indicate that it is 
sufficient for the tenth grade student to be able to identify the various 
types of poetic device and form, and to be a'1are of their effect. 
It was stated above that professional literature and current text-
books emphasized the importance of the stuc1y of the ideas in poetry. :Both 
recommend that the student develop the ability to summarize the action or 
ideas of a poem in a few words. Summarization Should not be confused with 
changing poetry into prose. It is rather a record of the experience that 
the. poet presents as it is interpreted by the student. The study of' the 
universal ideas in poetry is emphasized to a fpx greater degree in pro-
fessional literature than in the textbooks. A few textbook activities 
illustrated the study of the moral of a poem. Professional literature 
stated disapproval of this method. A1 though the textbooks contained a 
S6 
relatively small number of activities relating to it, it is interesting 
to notice the difference in the suggestions of the two main sources 
concerning this method indicated by the study~ 
Professional literature suggests that teachers encourage memoriz-
ing, but that at all times the choice of the passage to "oe memorized ·oe 
that of the student. For the most part, the textbooks suggested acti-
itities which were in agreement with this suggestion; but in some cases , 
activ ities wer e found which assigned definite passages to be memorized. 
Therefore, one m3ir conclude that memorization is a valuable method, but 
in most cases, the choice of memory passage should be given to the student. 
The textbook analysis r evealeo. activities which suggest the composi-
tion of creative prose and poetry as a restut of the stuqy of poetry • 
.AJ. t'hough these activities were few in number and of minor importance, one 
may notice that no mention of this method was made in professional litera-
ture examined in the study. This in all probability is due to the fact 
that the revimi of professional literature was devoted exclusively t o 
the teaching of poetry, and did not include the tee.ching of composition. 
TEACHll~G AIDS 
:Both professional lit erattll"e and textbooks Emphasize the importance 
of teaching aids. Use of pictorial illustration, recordings , and note-
books was suggested in both sources. Ho~rever, there was much greater 
em:phe.sis on teaching aids in general in professional literature than in 
textbooks . For exrut~le , the use of a drum to show the beat of poems ~nth 
marked rhythms \'tas suggested in :professionaJ. literature, but no mention of 
such activHy \fas found in the textbooks. 
5? 
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TYPES OF ORQ~TIZATION 
Professional literature suggests the organization of poetry in \tnits 
of literature arranged according to subject matter or author; it su_ggests 
that the organization of mat~ial in units of poetry arranged according 
to type be limited to the last yero· of hi gh school. 
Six of the ten textbooks selected for analysis uere organized in 
units of literatur e arranged according to subject matter; :f'our of the 
books ,.,ere in units of poetry arranged acco,rding to t ype. 
These facts indicate that although somE{ of the textbook material 
for the tenth grade i s organized in units of poetry arranged according to 
type, it i s advisable to limit the use of mat erial organized in this w~ 
to the later grades. It is further concluded that all professional 
literature and most textbooks suggest the use of material organized in 
units of literature arrangecl according to Sll.bject matter. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Similar studies relating to other grade levels. 
2. Similar studies r~lating to drama, Short stories, essays or ~ther 
types of literature. 
3. An analysis of the aids for teac:b.ing :poetry which occ\,.T in current 
textbooks. 
4. An analysis of proYisions for individuaJ. differences in the 
teaching of poetry . 
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THESIS ABSTRACT 
McOarthy, Mary Prosser, A Critical Analysis of Methods of Teaching 
Poetrz in the Tenth Grade, Unpublished M.A. Thesis, Boston · Univerd ty 
Graduate School, 1950. 
Problem: 
The problem is twofold: 1. to review recent professional literature 
concerning methods of teaching poetry in high school. 2. to anal7Ze 
the methods of teachi11g poetry as they are suggested in activities in 
current textbook• of literature for the tenth grade. The infor~~ation 
gained from these two sources indicated the methods most widely- recoa-
•nded by the authorities in the field, and those most commonl:r used ill 
textbook activities. It was assumed that the wggest1ona in professioDal 
literature written by experienced teachers ot English who have become 
authorities in their field, and those in the activities in the most 
recent textbooks would indicate the best methods of teachiug the 
understanding and appreciation of poetey. As a prospective teacher of 
poetry, the writer felt the need for tbe compiled information tnat the 
study presents. 
Scope and limitations of the Studl: 
1. !he review of professional 11 terature is limited to the teachillg 
of poetry in high school. 
2~ The textbook analysis is confined to activities which relate to 
the teaching of poetry as the)" are presented in ten textbooks of litera-
ture for the tenth grade, published since 1940. 
xi 
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Procedure: 
1. For the review of professional literatare, current publica-
tiona were examined for information concerning the teaching of poetry 
in high school. The facts found as a result of this examination were 
organized under the following topica: 
A. Specific Aims in Teaching Poetry 
B. Methods of Selecting Content 
c. Organ! z&ion of Material 
D. llethods of Teachi:ag Poetry 
ll. Teaching Aids 
2. Jlor the textbook analyaia, the writer requested trom each of 
twenty publishers, the name of their most recent textbook of literature 
tor the tenth grade which included the study of poetry. From the 
information gained, ten textbooks were selected at random from those 
books which had been publillhed sil'lC-e 1940. Examination of tbe selected 
textbooks revealed that nine methods were the moat frequently used. The 
use of teaching aids was also included in tbe textbook anal.yab. 
Examination of the textbooks revealed that three teaching aids were the 
most trequ.entl.y used. These methods aDd aids formed the basis of the 
subsequent analysis. The organization of poetry selections in each 
textbook was classified and recorded. 
The data gained as a reauJ. t of analysis were organized and 
presented in table form. !!he titles of these tables are aa follows: 
I 
II 
I 
'I I 
I 
I 
II 
.I 
I 
xii 
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Table I The lfuJDber of .Activities Illustrating the llost J'requ.ent!z 
Used Methods of !I~JachiDg poetry 
Table II The Number of .Actirl ties in ell Textbooks Illustrating 
lllach Method 
Table III The Number of Activities Illustrating the Use of 
Teaching Aids _ 
Table IV Organisat i~n of Material 
The information gained from each of these two main sources was 
compared. and the reSill ting coaelusions were reported. 
Uajor Findings and Conclusions 
1. J'or the most part, professional literature and the textbooks 
suggested the same methods. These methods most strongly •mphasized 
were: the atud1' and interpretation of the poet's words &d idsas; the 
study of the relationship of poetry to lite and to background material; 
and the encouragement ot students to form personal opinions about the 
poet' a ideas. 
2. Both sources stressed the study of mood and reythm, and. agreed 
that oral readinc, choral recitation and singing were valuable means of 
promoting the un.dsrstanding and appreciation of these elements. 
3. Visualization is an important factor in teaching poetry accord,.. 
1ng to both sources. !lb.• stu~ of worda that appeal to the senses and 
dramatization are suggested as aids to visualization. However, use of 
the second method is limited insofar as it is considered secondary to 
the reading of poetey. 
========~=----=========== 
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I 4. Altho'\l&h some textbook activities illustrated the use of 
,, 
I; 
I I, 
scansion and teohniclll. terms, both sources generally indicated that it 
is au:f'ficient for the tenth grade student to be able to identify the 
various types of poetic device and form, and to be aware of their effect. 11 
I 
5. Both sources emphasize the importance of the at~ of ideas li 
I 
in poetry. Both recommend 8!lDIIIIal'ization, or a brief record of the poet• a 1 
experience as it is interpreted by the student. The study' of universal 
ideas in poetry received far more emphasis in professional literature 
than in the textbooka. A few textbook activities illustrated the stu~ 
of the moral of a poeiDt although professional 11 terature stated disap-
proval of the method. 
6. Both sources suggest memorisation, and although a few textbook 
activities assigned definite passages to be memori~e4. it 1a ~.onc1ud8cl 
that, in most cases, the choice of memory passage should be given to 
the student. 
7. Although lao th aouroes indica ted the importance of teaching a ida • 1; 
there was much greater emphasis on them in professional 1i terata.re than 1\ 
1n the textbooka, Both aourcee llllggnted the uae of pictorial illuatrs.- ~~ 
tiona, DOteboob, and recordinga, ~~ 
a. Although some of the textbook material for the tenth grade is 1 
organized in units of poetry arranged according to tY'J)e, it is advisable I 
to limit the use of material organized in this wa:r in the later grades. 1 
All professional literature and most textbooks suggest the use of I I 
material organized in units of literature arranged according to subject I 
matter. 
,/ 
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~stians for FUrther Stud{: 
1. Similar studies relating to other grade levels. 
2. Similar studies relating to drama, short stories, essays or 
other types of literature. 
3. .An anal78is of the aids for teaching poet17 which occur in 
current textbooks. 
4. .An analysis of provisions for individual differences 1D. the 
teaching of poetey. 
